7 Secrets for
LinkedIn Sales
Success

The rise of social media has changed
the way consumers make purchase
decisions and thus affected the sales
strategies that work.

With product reviews, comparisons and websites at consumers’
fingertips, consumers are more informed than ever, forcing
sales professionals to adapt how they engage prospects—
mainly by engaging them in two-way dialogue.
Gone are the days of one-way presentations—from the salesperson to the prospect—closing the deal,
and here instead is the opportunity for salespeople to prove themselves as industry experts who can

help consumers navigate the market to find the tools they need. To that end, savvy sellers are turning
to social media to find resources, become resources, reach leads and meet quotas, since social

networks connect salespeople to prospects and offer them a platform to share content. Sharing
content is the key to becoming a social seller.

Online professional networking site LinkedIn offers salespeople a platform on which to build a
social selling strategy. LinkedIn reports that users and companies who employ use social selling
are realizing real success. This is because social selling offers salespeople the ability to tap into the

information that social media houses and use it to engage with prospects in a way that catches their
attention. But before you can master using LinkedIn for sales, you first need to understand what

social selling is, why it’s important and how LinkedIn is perfecting the secret formula for social selling.
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LinkedIn reports that companies using social selling bring in
15% more customer renewals. And 31% report having greater
team quotas while 21% more reps are achieving their quota.
What is social selling?
Social selling is leveraging your professional brand to fill your pipeline with the right people, insights

and relationships. Successful salespeople know that their focus should be outward on consumers
and finding insightful ways to reach them, but social selling is about taking the relationship one step

further. It’s about connecting with new prospects and proving yourself as a thought leader in your
industry by sharing up-to-date reports, insights and perspectives on your industry.

This practice isn’t new. Prospecting is inherently social, but now it’s all taking place online, where
salespeople have way more information about each potential prospect than ever before. Social
networking is something that sales professionals have done for decades. The only difference now is
that the Rolodex has been replaced with a LinkedIn app on your smartphone.

Why should you use LinkedIn for social selling?
LinkedIn is where people go to connect to people and information that relates to their job, so it makes
sense to build your prospect network there, too. Plus, LinkedIn has tools built in to the platform to
help salespeople reach and connect with the right leads more effectively. The salespeople with the

most success on LinkedIn have transformed their profiles into informational hubs simply by posting
and offering commentary on content on LinkedIn.

The process of using your LinkedIn profile as your reputation and not just your online resume is
becoming more common. Becoming a thought leader and connecting with more leads starts with
posting more status updates to your LinkedIn profile—but there’s a bit more to it.

Start using social networks for sales
The future of sales is a digital and social one, and those who do not adapt are at a competitive
disadvantage. To keep up, sales managers need to build social selling strategies into their sales

model and teach their sales reps to establish themselves as thought leaders. Using a professional

networking site like LinkedIn offers salespeople the tools and opportunities to connect in a more
personalized way and gain audience trust to realize social selling success.
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Getting Started Using
LinkedIn for Sales

1. Do your research.
Salespeople are used to doing the legwork when it comes to researching prospective leads, and

LinkedIn let’s you connect with prospects and see what they’re talking about and with whom.
What are their biggest pain points? Who are they looking to for information? These are the
questions you need to answer when you initiate your social selling strategy.

2. Make yourself look good.
When you know what information your prospects are looking for and you’ve surveyed the
people they are listening to, you are prepared to tailor your professional profile to reflect the
thought leader that your prospects are looking for. We’re not talking about the resume part of

your profile here—it’s about the content you share and the commentary you post both on you
profile and in the relevant LinkedIn groups you join. Share industry insights and make sure that
your profile lets prospects know how you can provide the solutions they need.

3. Get yourself the right tools.
LinkedIn has developed add-on membership features that might be worth looking into for
salespeople. If you’re willing to pay for your membership, you can gain access to high-level

profiles that you might not have any common connections with in your network. You can also
gain visibility into how efficiently you are using LinkedIn for sales and see a visual representation
of your network to identify opportunities.

4. Work your existing connections.
Your existing LinkedIn connections are a crucial resource for getting introduced to new prospects.
Once you have identified potential leads you can see which of your existing LinkedIn contacts

you might have in common. Your common connections could be the link needed to get you that
coveted introduction.
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You can look up your LinkedIn social selling index to gain
visibility into how well you are using LinkedIn as a social selling
tool and uncover missed opportunities.

5. Keep your communications personal.
Keeping your communications with prospective leads and existing connections personal is the
golden rule when it comes to social selling. Avoid the impersonal or canned communications
that can turn customers off by leveraging your existing LinkedIn relationships to gather industry
insights and customer data. Instead, tailor your communications to reflect information that adds
value for your customers to gain their trust.

6. Drive curiosity with your communications.
When reaching out to existing contacts or new leads, make sure to craft a subject line that makes

people curious. Use the insights that you’ve gathered during your research or include phrases

and words that refer directly to your audience to intrigue them. For example, using the word

“your” lets customers know that you are talking to them, or try actionable verbiage like “Meeting
this Wednesday.” Subject lines that pique your reader’s curiosity incentivize your message over
the competition’s.

7. Close with a call to action
Finally, because your customers aren’t mind readers, tell them what it is you’re reaching out about
and what it is you request that they do next. Giving actionable next steps takes the guesswork
out for readers and lets them know what is required from them to get the solutions they need.

SOCIAL SELLING TIP

Once you’ve opened communication with prospective leads using LinkedIn,
consider hosting video conferences for your sales meetings. Video meetings close
the deal 34 percent of the time more often than phone calls or email.
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About GoToMeeting
GoToMeeting is the extremely simple, extraordinarily powerful web

conferencing service from Citrix. It integrates HD video conferencing,
screen sharing and audio conferencing, allowing you to collaborate

effectively online in a face-to-face environment. Hold unlimited meetings
for one low flat fee and attend meetings from a Mac, PC and mobile
devices. GoToMeeting will change the way you work – and perhaps a whole
lot more. To learn more, visit www.gotomeeting.com.

For more information about the tools available to sales professionals from
LinkedIn, set up a demo for social selling solutions.
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